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Abstract

A reliable speech watermarking technique must balance
satisfying the four requirements: inaudibility, robustness,
blind-detectability, and confidentiality. The previous study
proposed an LP-DSS scheme that could simultaneously sat-
isfy these four requirements. However, the inaudibility issue
happened due to the blind detection scheme with frame syn-
chronization. In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of
utilizing a psychoacoustical model to control the suitable em-
bedding level of the watermark signal to resolve the inaudi-
bility issue that arises in the LP-DSS scheme. A psychoa-
coustical model simulates the auditory masking phenomenon
that “mask” signals below the masking curve to be imper-
ceptible to human ears. Results of the evaluation confirmed
that the controlled embedding level from the psychoacous-
tical model balanced the trade-off between inaudibility and
detection ability with payload up to 64 bps.

1. Introduction

The development of information and communication tech-
nology (ICT) and the increase of multimedia information
usage via the Internet has positively affected societies and
communities in many ways. However, multimedia big data,
which might contain personal data, faces a high risk of il-
legal distribution and misuse through non-authentic media.
Digital audio watermarking, also known as speech water-
marking, has established itself as a dependable technology
for secure communication [1, 2]. There are four requirements
for speech watermarking techniques: inaudibility, robustness,
blind-detectability, and confidentiality.

Our previous study proposed an approach for a reliable
speech watermarking technique, namely the LP-DSS scheme
[3, 4], which enhanced the non-blind speech watermarking
method based on direct spread spectrum (DSS) using a linear
prediction (LP) residue [3]. Compared to the DSS method as
one of the most popular techniques for digital watermarking
[5], LP-DSS uses the LP residue as its spreading signal of
the embedded watermark instead of the pseudorandom noise
(PN) signal. This method successfully embeds and detects
speech code into the host signal while satisfying the four re-

quirements of speech watermarking. However, the inaudibil-
ity has reappeared since the blind scheme using frame syn-
chronization has been considered in this scheme [4]. More-
over, as this scheme has used spread spectrum as its core
idea, it is prone to sound quality if the spreading level of
the message is neglected. Therefore, it is essential to con-
trol the spreading level of the message in the watermarked
signal [2, 6].

Auditory masking is one of the most important phenomena
in our hearing system. It describes the phenomena when a
louder inaudible sound (the masker) causes a fainter but still
audible sound (the maskee) to become inaudible [5]. We have
been motivated by this idea to improve the speech watermark-
ing technique’s inaudibility by implementing the masking ap-
proach. The knowledge of auditory masking has been mod-
eled through a psychoacoustical model, which is also used in
another study of inaudible speech watermarking [7].

This paper aims to investigate the feasibility of the psy-
choacoustical model to improve inaudibility in the LP-DSS
scheme. We investigate the embedding-strength level adjust-
ment using the masking threshold (i.e., masking curve) of the
host signal derived from the psychoacoustical model. We hy-
pothesize that the adjustment of the embedding-strength level
is suitable for improving the inaudibility of the watermarked
signal since embedding-strength can control the message’s
energy spread throughout the host signal’s spectrum. Incor-
porating the psychoacoustical model is considered a novel
idea delivered through this study.

2. Watermarking Based on LP-DSS Scheme

The most widely used digital watermarking method is
spread spectrum (SS) watermarking [5], with one of its types
is the direct spread spectrum (DSS) watermarking. It spreads
the message across the host signal’s spectrum, making it dif-
ficult to identify the energy contained in each frequency bin,
resulting in high robustness and security [5]. LP-DSS is the
advancement method of DSS, which adopts the most basic
speech coding method, linear predictive coding (LPC). The
speech signal’s sound source is represented by the LP residue,
and the spectral envelope is represented by the LP coefficient,
which the LPC provides. To create the watermark signal
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Figure 1: Embedding process using the psychoacoustical model and the LP-DSS embedding scheme

m(n)r(n), the message m(n) is modulated by the LP residue
r(n), then is subsequently added to the host signal x(n) per
frame to create the watermarked signal y(n) as follows.

y(n) = x(n) + am(n)r(n), (1)

a = 10Lall/20, (2)

Lall = LPHS − LPWS + LSSL (3)

where a is the scaling factor used in controlling the amplitude
of modulated watermark m(n)r(n) to keep the signal inaudi-
ble, LPHS is the power level of the host signal, LPWS is the
power level of signal with embedded message, and LSSL is
the embedding-strength level in dB. The message m(n) can
be defined as

m(n) =

{
0, E{y(n)r(n)}x ≤ 0

1, E{y(n)r(n)}x > 0
(4)

where E{·} is the expected value of “·”. In the detection
process, the fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is used to detect
the sign of E{y(n)r(n)} in each frame, and then m(n) is
calculated by Eq. (4) using the sign obtained.

3. Proposed Method

The psychoacoustical model is a quantitative model which
mimics the human hearing mechanism. From the many phe-
nomena in the hearing process, one crucial task for this model
is the simultaneous frequency masking [5, 7]. The model
aims to analyze which frequency components contribute
more to the masking threshold and calculate the amount of
noise signal that can be added in without being perceived.
The masking condition is achieved when the first tone, known
as “maskee,” is barely audible in the presence of “masker”
as the second tone. The difference in sound pressure level
between the “masker” and “maskee” is defined as “masking
level” [7]. The psychoacoustical model processes the audio
information to derive the final masking threshold, that is, the
minimum masking threshold (MMT).

In this paper, our approach is to adopt the psychoacoustical
model to the LP-DSS scheme by using the calculated MMT
of the host signal x(n) to control the shape of the watermark

signal m(n)r(n). The scaling factor a, which corresponds
to the embedding-strength, is the selected parameter that is
adjusted accordingly to meet the condition below the masking
threshold so that it could be imperceptible. The watermarking
scheme used in this work is the LP-DSS method [3, 4].

As shown in Fig.1, the watermarking embedding process
consists of two parts. The first part which marked with the
dotted line box is the watermarking embedding process us-
ing LP-DSS method. The second part is the parameter se-
lection of embedding-strength based on a psychoacoustical
model. In this work, we adopt the psychoacoustical model
1 (ISO/IEC MPEG-1 Standard) [8] to derived the minimum
masking threshold (MMT) of the host signal which then used
as a criterion for selecting the parameter scaling factor a.

To obtain the masking curve, the host signal is divided into
K frames with using a fixed length of 512 samples. FFT is
performed to the segmented signal for the accurate analysis of
frequency components. Then, power spectral density (PSD)
is calculated and normalized to a sound pressure level (SPL)
of 96 dB. The normalized PSD is used to discern frequency
components as tonal (more sinusoid-like) and nontonal (more
noise-like) maskers. The invalid tonal and nontonal maskers
are removed, i.e., the maskers below the threshold in quiet
(human hearing threshold) and the maskers with lower SPL
comparing to other maskers within the distance of 0.5 Bark.
The individual masking threshold is computed for each re-
maining tonal dan nontonal masker. The global masking
threshold is calculated as the combination of individual mask-
ing threshold and the threshold in quiet. Finally, the MMT of
host signal for each frame is derived from the global masking
threshold obtained. To keep the watermark signal m(n)r(n)
inaudible, we adjust the scaling factor a accordingly to be be-
low the MMT of the host signal. At first, we determined a
constant a by calculating the average a value obtained from
the original LP-DSS method in Eq. (2), using the predefined
embedding-strength level LSSL. The constant a is used as the
scaling factor of the watermark signal m(n)r(n), which re-
sults in an embedded signal am(n)r(n). The embedded sig-
nal is transformed into a frequency domain signal using FFT,
and then its PSD is normalized using the same normalization
as applied in the psychoacoustical model. The normalized
embedded signal is then compared to the host signal’s MMT
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Figure 2: Watermark signal comparison with the host signal

to investigate the compatibility of constant a as the scaling
factor corresponding to the embedding level. Moreover, we
calculated an adaptive a as the comparison and applied the
following steps for the constant a. In the adaptive a settings,
we control the scaling factor a according to the power of the
host signal and the watermark signal in each signal frame.
Figure 2 shows how we investigate the suitable embedding
level using the psychoacoustical model.

In the detection process, the watermarked signal y(n) is di-
vided into K frames using the same frame processing as in the
embedding process. We employ the same detection properties
as indicated in Eq. (4). Therefore, the sign of E{y(n)r(n)}
in each frame is determined using FFT. Regarding the LP-
DSS approach, the message m(n) can be derived by using
the following Eq. (4) after the FFT is used to determine the
sign of E{y(n)r(n)} in each frame.

4. Evaluation

We evaluated our proposed method using two significant
steps. First, we investigated which range of LSSL is the most
suitable according to its comparison with the host signal’s
MMT. Then, we measured the robustness and inaudibility by
carrying out objective tests, which are bit-error-rate (BER),
log-spectrum distortion (LSD), and perceptual validation of
speech quality (PESQ) ITU-T P.862 on 12 utterances in the
ATR speech dataset (B set) [9] which is sampled at 44,1 kHz.
Each signal in this dataset has an 8.1-sec duration length. The
BER calculates the number of incorrectly detected watermark
bits over all embedded watermark bits, which we evaluated
under normal conditions. 10% is the standard BER level for
speech watermarking. LSD was conducted to determine how
well the watermarked signal was perceived compared to the
host signal. The typical threshold for LSD in speech water-
marking is 1 dB. As for PESQ, which is expressed as the
mean opinion score (MOS), it has a scale of 1 (bad) to 5 (ex-
cellent), with a standard threshold of 3 (fair or slightly an-
noying) for speech watermarking. We use LP-DSS for the
watermarking scheme, with the payload of 4, 8, 16, 32, and
64, respectively. The scaling factor a was determined using
the embedding-strength level LSSL ranges from -60 dB to 20
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Figure 3: Relationship between embedding-strength level in
the constant scaling factor a

dB with 5 dB increments, with the settings of a constant and
an adaptive scaling factor a. The messages embedded in the
host signal were random bit streams, with no error correction
schemes used in the proposed method.

Before conducting objective tests to evaluate the speech
watermarking inaudibility and robustness, we compared each
resulting watermark signal m(n)r(n) with the host signal by
examining the proportion of data samples in the watermark
signal conditioned under the host signal’s minimum masking
threshold. As we tried to experiment with both SS water-
marking methods (i.e., DSS and LP-DSS), our experiments
indicate that the watermark signal with the LP-DSS scheme
has a more significant signal portion under the masking level,
which is estimated to offer better inaudibility than the DSS
scheme at any embedding levels. Embedding-strength levels
ranging from -10 dB to -20 dB resulted in the scaling fac-
tors a that control the watermark signal’s conditioning under
the masking level, with a portion ranging from 70% to 90%.
Our evaluation continues by measuring the selected water-
mark signals with the LSSL ranging from -10 dB to -20 dB
with 5 dB increments using three objective tests on the con-
stant and adaptive a settings to find the suitable embedding-
strength level LSSL and the payload accordingly.

Figure 3 shows evaluation results for PESQ, LSD, and
BER, respectively, for the constant scaling factor a. It is ob-
served that the BER decreases as LSSL increases, and distor-
tions increase as LSSL increases. As from the figure, the LSSL

was determined to be -10 dB for all the payloads, which re-
sulted in the BER less than 10%, LSD less than 1 dB, and
MOS score greater than 3. Furthermore, we investigated how
the different settings strategy of the scaling factor a would
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Figure 4: Objective evaluation results with different scaling
factor a settings

affect the speech watermarking result.
Figure 4 shows the result of PESQ, LSD, and BER of our

proposed method compared with the LP-DSS scheme [3, 4],
where the horizontal axis represents the payload in bps and
the vertical axis represents PESQ, LSD, and BER, respec-
tively. The dotted lines indicated the typical threshold for
each evaluation test regarding speech watermarking. Com-
pared to the LP-DSS scheme, our proposed method resulted
in a better inaudibility, as denoted by the higher PESQ and
lower LSD score, due to the suitable LSSL selection based on
the psychoacoustical model. But it has a higher BER, consid-
ering the cost of improved inaudibility. However, because it
is approximately less than or equal to the speech watermark-
ing BER threshold, it still has an acceptable BER. Moreover,
we also investigated that the different scaling factor a setting
has no significant difference in the watermarked signal’s in-
audibility. Despite this, the payload of 8 bps and 32 bps had
a higher BER due to the adaptive scaling factor a settings.

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a new approach to determine a suit-
able speech watermark embedding level using the psychoa-
coustical model. Our evaluation confirmed that the selected
embedding level of −10 dB could result in an inaudible and
robust watermarked signal under normal conditions. The re-
sulting speech has a low sound distortion and an acceptable
bit detection rate of equally under 10% for payloads of 4,
8, 16, 32, and 64 bps. Compared to the LP-DSS scheme,
it has improved its inaudibility but slightly decreased the ro-
bustness. We also investigated two settings of scaling factor

a, which corresponds to the embedding level settings by set-
ting the constant a for all signal frames and adaptive a for
each signal frame. The results showed that constant a has a
lower BER than adaptive a in 8 and 32 bps. However, there
is no significant difference in terms of inaudibility.

As our future direction, we will consider another approach
to adjust the watermarked signal embedding level by utilizing
the psychoacoustical model to improve the inaudibility while
still maintaining the robustness. We will also enhance the
performance of the proposed method in dealing with attacks
by conducting various robustness tests.
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